These guides have been developed to simplify the studding process.

Examine the illustration above to understand the terminology related to studding.

After determining your track lug height, use the left chart to correspond the appropriate stud length and find your stud series.

As shown in the illustration, the stud series is the length (in inches) from the top of the backing plate to the tip of the properly torqued stud. This series is incorporated into Woody's part #.

No matter which style of stud you choose, the series # will give you the correct length.

**Example:** Series 1325 Woody's Part #: GDP6-1325 | SSP-1325 | GMP-1325 | etc.

Once you know the series, any style stud (appropriate for single-ply or two-ply) can be selected with that #.

Use the chart to the right to find the total qty. of studs needed based on track length & desired studs per lug.

Always be sure to use the appropriate length of carbide runners with your studs for balance & optimum control.

Consult a snowmobile dealer regarding the possibility for additional tunnel protection required.

Prior to studding, review the snowmobile manufacturer's studding recommendation in your owner's manual. You may void your warranty if their recommendations are not followed.